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Class: Year 12 
TOPIC: THE SECOND REPUBLICAN CONSTITUTION OF 1963 
CONTENT   
  1. Features, 
  2. Merits and demerits 
FEATURES OF THE REPUBLICAN CONSTITUTION OF 1963 
Nigeria obtained a republican constitution of 1963 and some changes were introduced by th 
e constitutions. 

1. It enthroned a republican constitution in Nigeria 
2. Queen of England was no longer head of state 
3. The Queen was replaced with the president who became head of state and 

commander –in-chief of the armed forces. 
4. The president to be elected by secret ballot of the joint session of the two houses of 

the federal assembly 
5. Supreme court replaced privy council as highest court of appeal in Nigeria 
6. It strengthened the fundamental human rights 
7. It abolishes the judicial service commission and made the prime minister the sole 

appointee of judges 
8. The prime minister’s office strengthened with the departure of the Governor 

General  
9. The office of the Governors at the regional level ceases, while the premiers assumed 

total executive government powers. 
10. The director of public prosecution was brought under political control 
11. Membership of the house of senate and representative was increased from 44 to 56 

and 305 to 312 respectively 
12. Federal government assumed some emergency powers over the legislative arm 
13. The supreme court  was given power of judicial review 
14. The process for creation of states and boundary adjustment was embodied in the 

1963 republican constitution. 
 
EVALUATION QUESTIONS 

1. What is a republican government? 
2. Who was the president under the republican constitution? 

MERITS OF THE 1963 REPUBLICAN CONSTITUTION 
1. The elected president became head of state instead of British monarch 
2. The constitution was autochthonous meaning, it was a home based or derived 

constitution 
3. Supreme court became the final court of appeal in the land 
4. Right of citizens was fully guaranteed and entrenched. 
5. Nigerians were in complete control of decision making and implementation 
6. British influence over the country in any aspect was terminated 
7. Supreme court was given the power to check the excesses or unconstitutional 

actions of the executive and the legislature 
DEMERIT OF THE 1963 REPUBLICAN CONSTITUTION 

1. The president represent a minority interest of members of the house of 
representatives instead of majority vote of the electorates 



2. The legislative and the executive arm of government were fused 
3. It permitted carpet crossing where elected members could easily change allegiance 

for personal rewards 
4. It had parliamentary supremacy instead of constitutional supremacy 
5. Prime minister was accountable to the parliament and not to the people 
6. It exposes the legislative system to bribery and corruption, since the  legislature 

holds aces, they could easily be swayed to secure their compromise. 
EVALUATION QUESTIONS 

1. Mention the achievements of the 1963 republican constitution 
2. Why was the 1963 constitution called a home based constitution 

ASSINGMENT 
1. The 1963 constitution adopted---system of government (a) federal  (b) unitary (c) 

parliamentary 
2. Under the 1963 constitution----was supreme (a) the parliament (b) the constitution 

(c) the congress 
3. The following were the features of the 1963 constitution except (a) it was a 

republican government (b) supreme court replaced privy council (c) Queen of 
England was still the head of state 

4. One of the following was the achievement of the 1963 constitution (a)Elected 
president became the head of state (b) The privy council was still the final court (c) 
Rights of citizen was guaranteed 

5. The head of state under the 1963 constitution was (a) Abubakar Tafawa Balewa (b) 
Nnamdi Azikiwe (c) Olusegun Obasanjo  

THEORY 
1. Explain the main features of the 1963 republican constitution 
2. What were the failures of the 1963 republican constitution? 

 
READING ASSIGNMENT, 
TOPIC: Comprehensive government pages 164-165 
            : Essential government pages 18 
                                                                                
TOPIC: THE SECOND REPUBLICAN CONSTITUTION OF 1979 
CONTENT   Historical background    ,Features        ,Merits and Demerits   ,Differences 
between 1963and 1979 constitution 
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 
General Murtala Mohammed came to power in 1975 and he promised to return the country 
to a civil rule after  long  years of military rule  that started on January 15, 1966. But General 
Mohammed did not live to fulfil his promise; it was his deputy Lt.General Olusegun 
Obasanjo who made the promise a reality. This started with the establishment in 1975 of 
the Constitution Drafting Committee consisted of 49 members. 
THE MAIN FEATURES OF THE SECOND REPUBLICAN CONSTITUTION OF 1979 

1. The constitution rejected the parliamentary system and introduced the presidential 
system. 

2. It was headed by an executive president who acted as both the head of state and 
head of government. 

3. The president was directly elected by the electorate in a general election 
4. The president appointed his ministers outside the legislature subject to the 

confirmation by the senate. 
5. The president and the vice can be removed from office by impeachment 
6. There was the principle of separation of powers among the three organs of 

government 
7. A governor who acted as the chief executive with a Deputy Governor with other 

members of the executive appointed by the governor called commissioners existed 
in each state of the federation 



8. The president and the governors were to hold office for four years of not more than 
two terms if re-laced. 

9. The president was also made the commander in chief of the armed forces. 
10. Lobbying was also allowed why carpet crossing was disallowed 
11. The judiciary was empowered by the constitution to interpret the law. 
12. The National Assembly was bicameral which consisted of the senate and House of 

Representatives 
 EVALUATION QUESTIONS 

1. What is carpet crossing? 
2. Explain the composition of the National Assembly under the second republican 

constitution. 
ADVANTAGES/MERITS OF THE 1979 CONSTITUTION 

1. Separation of power: There is separation of powers as members of the executive are 
not members of the legislature. 

2. The executive president was popularly elected: The president is above his political 
parties since he is popularly elected by the electorates and he is responsible to the 
electorates 

3. Fixed term of office: It fixed the tenure of office of the political office holders thus , it 
prevents the tendency of any leader or party from perpetuating itself in power. 

4. Supremacy of the constitution: The constitution was supreme and as such must be 
obeyed and respected by all authorities and citizens. 

5. Rights of individual: Fundamental human rights were fully elaborated and 
guaranteed. 

6. A new federal capital territory was provided for by the constitution 
7. The president had a free hand when selecting his ministers and as such the best 

materials were made ministers 
8. Activities of the ministers: The president appoints his ministers. He can direct and 

check their activities as they are individually responsible to him. 
DISADVANTAGES/DEMERITS OF THE 1979 CONSTITUTION 

1. The constitution is expensive to operate as functions are duplicated 
2. Impeachment clause: The law makers can use the impeachment clause 

indiscriminately and victimize a political opponent 
3. Concentration of powers: There is concentration of powers in the hands of the 

president since he combines the functions of the head of state and government 
4. Delay in the execution of programmes: Due to separation of powers, there can be 

delay in the execution of government programmes. 
5. Federal character: The appointment of people into federal establishment may not 

reflect federal character. This is because some sections of the country would still feel 
neglected. 

6. Problems: There is the possibility of problems coming up between the executive and 
the legislature especially where the ruling party is not maintaining the majority in 
the legislature. 

 
DEFFERENCES BETWEEN 1963 AND 1979 CONSTITUTION 

1. The 1963 constitution was based on the British parliamentary system of government 
while the 1979 constitution was based on the American form of presidential system 
of government 

2. In the 1963 constitution , the prime minister was the head of government while in 
the case of the 1979 constitution the executive president was both the head of state 
and head of government 

3. In the 1963 constitution, the prime minister was the leader of the party that won 
majority of seats in parliament while in the 1979 constitution the president might 
not be from the party that won the majority seats in parliament 



4. The 1979 constitution provided for a clear separation of powers between the 
executive and the legislature while the 1963 constitution fused the two organs of 
government. 

5. The 1963 constitution only allowed the prime minister to appoint his ministers from 
his party members in the parliament while in the 1979 constitution, the president 
appointed his ministers outside the parliament. 

6. In the 1963 constitution, a minister was a member of the parliament as well as the 
executive while in the 1979 constitution, a minister was not a member of parliament, 
he belong only to the executive arm of government. 

7. While the 1963 constitution, provided for the official opposition, the 1979 
constitution did not recognized official opposition 

8. The 1979 constitution did not allow the system of collective responsibility as 
provided in the 1963 constitution 

9. In the 1963 constitution, there was parliamentary supremacy while in the 1979 
constitution, there was the supremacy of the constitution 

10. The 1979 constitution provided that the president can be removed from off ice 
through impeachment, while the 1963 constitution provided for the removal of the 
prime minister through a vote of no confidence 

EVALUATION QUESTIONS 
1. What is collective responsibility 
2. Mention 5 achievement of the 1979 constitution 

 ASSINGMENT 
1. The creation of the office of the prime minister in Nigeria was accomplished in (a) 

1959 (b) 1953 (c) 1954 
2. Under the 1979 constitution, other members of the federal executive council other 

than the president were called (a) senators (b) supervisory councillors (c) ministers 
3. The first head of state and head of government in Nigeria was (a) Lord Federerick (b) 

General J.T.U. Aguiyi Ironsi (c) Alhaji Shehu Shagari. 
4. One of the following was a feature of the 1979 constitution (a) Clear separation of 

power (b) Lobbying was allowed (c) there was fusion of power 
5. Under the 1979 constitution there was fusion of power true/false 

 
 
THEORY 

1. Discuss the features of the 1979 constitution 
2. Discuss the merits of the 1979 constutution. 

 

 
 


